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This website uses own and third party cookies to develop statistical information, to personalize your experience and to show custom advertising through browsing analysis sharing it with our partners. By using Online-Convert, you agree to our use of cookies. Allowed file types: xls, xlsx, csv, tsv, xlsm, xlsb, xlt, xltm, xltx, xlk, xlw, xlr, pxl, ods, ots, qpw, wb3,
wb2, wb1, wq2, wq1, sdc, vor, dbf, slk, uos, uof, wk1, wk2, wk3, wk4, wks, wab, 123, dif, et, wab, uof, uot, uos, uop, db, adt, mdb Instantly convert PDF to ExcelWith this online application, you can quickly export PDF documents into Excel files. All data will retain its original format, including every sheet, table, row, and column.Accurate conversionWe've
teamed up with Solid Documents to ensure that our conversion algorithm is top-notch. You will be able to resume work on your Microsoft Excel spreadsheets within seconds.Optical Character RecognitionScanned documents aren’t an issue. With the latest OCR technology, this online tool can effortlessly extract text and figures from PDFs into editable Excel
documents.Secure cloud conversionOur cloud servers process PDFs non-stop and always remove them one-hour post-conversion. You can access our platform on any web browser and operating system.Every size allowed To handle large datasets, Smallpdf can process up to 5GB per file. With a Pro account, you can even save multiple PDF files to Excel
format simultaneously.Offline conversionDo check out the desktop version of Smallpdf if you wish to convert PDF files locally. It comes with all the handy tools we have online, along with a free reader, for all your PDF needs. How to convert a PDF to XLS online How to convert a PDF to XLS online Follow these easy steps to turn a PDF document into a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet: Click the Select a file button above, or drag and drop a PDF into the drop zone. Select the PDF you want to convert to the XLSX file format. Watch Acrobat automatically convert the file to the Excel file format. Sign in to download or share your converted file. The file exceeds the maximum file size allowed. Please feel free to use
our desktop version.The file exceeds the maximum number of pages allowed. Please feel free to use our desktop version.To increase the page limit per file to 2000 pages, please subscribe to HiPDF Pro.To increase the size limit per file to 100MB, please subscribe to HiPDF Pro. DOWNLOAD PDFelementNo, thanks          {{
fileData.file_name | subLengthStr(35) }}       Upload completed Waitting Upload failed Damaged file Invalid File Type! File protected Converting Compressing PDF {{ fileData.operateProcess + '%' }} {{ fileData.output_size | fileSizeFormat }}   {{ fileData.file_size | fileSizeFormat }} Conversion Completed Conversion failed,Please try again later!
Compression failed!            Subscribe to enable batch conversion. to enable batch compression. If you have subscribed, you need to Log In.Share Document Start Over1. Drop down your PDF document on our converter.2. OCR will activate immediately if you upload a scanned document.3. Once the process is done, press “Convert”
button.4. After processing finishes, download your Excel file. 4.4/5 - {{ totalRatio.total }} votesWe care about your privacy. So after you convert your files, our server deletes the documents permanently after one hour. Hence, converting PDF to Excel online is safe.You can utilize the online PDF to Excel converter without any intricacies because our tool does
not require any registrations and software downloads.Our browser-based HiPDF supports many sought-after internet browsers like Firefox, IE, Chrome, Opera, and Safari. It works perfectly and does not discriminate against any platforms.We have been working for many years on our product development. This tool converts documents in superb quality, and
it only takes a few seconds.Our server provides top-notch conversions. Our tool is an ideal online solution because your data will remain in its original format including every table, sheet, row, and column.Our cloud servers do not consume your computer’s processing. Our latest online tool can extract figures and text from the PDF files into an editable Excel
format.Feature-rich PDF API for developers Contact Us Aspose Excel converter is a free app to convert Excel format, also you can save the result to PDF, DOCX, PPTX, XLS, XLSX, XLSM, XLSB, ODS, CSV, TSV, HTML, JPG, BMP, PNG, SVG, TIFF, XPS, MHTML and Markdown. Convert Excel online from Mac OS, Linux, Android, iOs, and anywhere. If
you want to convert programmatically please check Aspose.Cells documentation. Convert XLS, XLSX, XLSM, XLSB, ODS, CSV, TSV, HTML, MHT, MHTML Save to desired format: PDF, XLS, XLSX, DOCX, PPTX, XLSM, XLSB, ODS, CSV, TSV, HTML, JPG, BMP, PNG, SVG, TIFF, XPS, MHTML, MD Quick way to convert multiple Excel spreadsheet files
Easily save document as pdf, images or html Convert OpenDocument Spreadsheet Upload maximum 10 files and convert them simultaneously No one else delivers a conversion software as accessible and fast as ours. Our online PDF to XLS converter is the best solution for converting PDFs to editable Excel spreadsheets with tables and formulas.
Because of the sensitivity and confidentiality of your information is important to us, all files uploaded to our PDF converter, including XLS, XLSX, and other file formats, will be automatically removed from our servers after you’ve downloaded your converted files. To take it a step further, all downloads from our servers are encrypted using 256-bit SSL
Encryption. By doing this, data from your PDFs and Excel documents won’t be interpretable by anyone who should gain unauthorized access. Additionally, any information shared with us will not be sold or distributed to any third parties. If you have an Internet connection, you can access our software and convert PDF to Excel free from anywhere. PDF, XLS,
and XLSX documents can be converted from any OS, like Mac, Linux, or Windows, or any device, then saved to any OS or device. Give our online PDF to Excel converter a try for free, or sign up for one of our memberships for unlimited use of all of our conversion and editing tools. You also get limitless data caps and file sizes, and you can even convert
multiple PDF files to Excel simultaneously. If you need to rotate, merge, or split PDFs, our tools make it easy to do that. If you need to compress a PDF, we have a tool to do that, too. More than just a PDF to Excel converter, we have all your bases covered when you need to edit a file. Aspose Excel converter is a free app to convert Excel format, also you
can save the result to PDF, DOCX, PPTX, XLS, XLSX, XLSM, XLSB, ODS, CSV, TSV, HTML, JPG, BMP, PNG, SVG, TIFF, XPS, MHTML and Markdown. Convert Excel online from Mac OS, Linux, Android, iOs, and anywhere. If you want to convert programmatically please check Aspose.Cells documentation. Convert PNG Save to desired format: PDF,
XLS, XLSX, DOCX, PPTX, XLSM, XLSB, ODS, CSV, TSV, HTML, JPG, BMP, PNG, SVG, TIFF, XPS, MHTML, MD Quick way to convert multiple Excel spreadsheet files Easily save document as pdf, images or html Convert OpenDocument Spreadsheet Upload maximum 10 files and convert them simultaneously Steps: 1. Click "Choose Files" button to
select multiple files on your computer. You can also click the dropdown button to choose online file from URL, Google Drive or Dropbox. A target format can only be converted from certain document formats. For example: It can convert DOC to DOCX, but it can't convert DOC to XLSX. 2. Choose a target document format. The target document format can be
PDF, DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX, HTML, TXT, CSV, RTF, ODT, ODS, ODP, XPS or OXPS. When choosing a target format, it will list what source formats can be converted to the target format. 3. Click "Convert Now!" button to start batch conversion. The output files will be listed in the "Conversion Results" section. Click icon to show file QR code
or save file to online storage services such as Google Drive or Dropbox.
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